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Good things eventually come to those who wait here at North Kensington as the works to refurbish Morley 
College have finally kicked off…***cheers***! 
 
After an age of design workshops, discussions, engagement meetings, to and fros with the planning 
department, we are here actually BUILDING STUFF! We’re looking forward to realising the hard work that so 
many people have put in over the past few years working towards this point. With teams from Morley, 
LocatEd, and the DfE alongside our design team of excellent architects and engineers, we’re set to make this 
place spectacular again. 
 
It’s been a fairly obvious start to everyone who 
comes to the college regularly. After settling in with 
our welfare cabins our scaffold popped up quicker 
than you can say ‘Golborne Road’! 
 
We were able to mark the memorial of the Grenfell 
Tragedy on 14th June with a monoflex adorned with 
72 green hearts; one dedicated to each of the victims. 
We will never forget. 
 
We’ve had to relocate the beautiful plants from the 
Grenfell Garden temporarily but they will be well 
looked after until they can return when the scheme is 
in its finishing stages. 
 
We ‘ve brought a hoist to site assisting all those 
materials onto the roof which is the first stage of 
actual works. Although it won’t be seen by many, this 
is a key part of the project as it will ensure the rain, 
which has crept into the building gradually over the 
past will be dried out and kept out — good 
riddance.! No more damp days for the third floor of this old building… 
 
If you’ve ever got any questions or concerns about the project please feel free to drop us an email: 
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